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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Fernando Enrique Mut Lopez has contributed to the dictionary with 200 meanings that we have approved and collected
in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do
not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
Harassment, abuse, persecution, annoyance, compulsive behavior to obtain something, persistence, offense and
monitoring psychological, verbal, physical, electronic.  Enter the personal circle, get too close without permission to the
body

13 silogismo aparente
Argumentative reasoning vicious in bad faith, because its purpose is the fool, confuse.

90 60 90
they are the regulatory measures of my universe; Nowadays, with the radical changes in the world measures of the
models are changing to 99 63 91 experts from Texas; casual expression of the street that emulates an attractive view
woman.

a mal tiempo buena cara
When will you more harm hold good; example put a business and doing you wrong, keep a positive face and an attitude
positive, continues analyzing your mistakes into learning and waiting for the positive or success

actuar malvado
Attitude of disturbing others premeditated mind with previously studied arguments, or empirically, in order to lower
self-esteem, humiliate, to obtain a profit, subordination or an advantage.  majadera person, perverse who likes to
intentionally annoy his underlings

administrador en turno de los recursos del pueblo
Let us remember that they govern 3 or 6 years depending on the country, and that the resources they manage are the
resources of the nation and those who make up the nation the people. 

ah¿ nos vidrios
There us glasses colloquial expression which can be taken as see you then, see you soon, until then, you do well.

aleación: en numismática
It is the homogeneous and uniform union of two or more materials to form a whole in numismatics a coin

amasio
Amasio person man, woman u another type of human being that accompanies to another in a type of try mainly sexual,
another perception of person accommodated that maintains to which is in book of give of preference pleasure sexual,
currently, lover is wields for make reference to a loving female of a man that is is married with another woman;  with the
equality of rights and opportunity between men and women is made notorious the case of a man that is maintained by
female married or not, by their favors by book exclusive and company.

amenazas
It is the announcement of a bad future, example the next time I'm going to hit.

anti depresivo



Drugs which enhance the State of mood compensating chemicals in the brain for calming anxiety and giving a feeling of
calm, of peace, of serenity, calm,

antitecnico
Individual who does not possess knowledge and/or skills specialist with a science or an explicit activity

arigato
It is a Japanese word and means thank you

auto de radicaci
It is the reply that the judge gives to the beginning of a lawsuit filed

auto de radicacion
It is the reply that the judge at the start of the lawsuit filed

autoconmiseraci
Reflection that is has on one same

autoconvocar
self-convening is called as a letter of appeal, another example: I invite myself only

autoinsuficiencia
that is not enough, unable to provide, it can be also considered as the Act which a community, society or person is
unable to provide or supply if same, is unable to meet their most pressing basic needs.

basing
BASINGER in English means Foundation, basin also called toilet, toilet, toilet, or bathroom Cup, the denomination given
to the health element used for the collection and deposit of feces and urine

bitcoin
It is one of the existing cryptocurrencies, it is a digital currency used as a means of payment on the world wide web
without the influence of a central bank, bitcoin is electronic money, with it, users can transfer money to each other using
a free and open source computer program over a network. 

blockchain
is a cryptocurrency block search service, used as a cryptocurrency wallet, it is also a cryptocurrency exchanger that
supports Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash and Ethereum. 

cadena de bloques
is an activity on the internet that eliminates intermediaries, the control of the processes is of the users not of the banks,
eliminates the intermediaries, decentralizing all the management, works through a group of nodes that are responsible
for verifying that transaction



caducidad de la instancia
It is an extinctive institution of the instance, not the action, as a result of the inactivity of the parties in the process, for as
long as the legislator sets.

calkini
Calkiní city of the State of Campeche, Mexico its name means in maya del Sol Gorge.

carta rogatoria
official document, formal request made by a court in one country to a court in another country

casa linda
Building with inclinations aesthetic acceptable place perfect, nice and good where you develop them activities social and
human building habitable beautiful

caserón
Mansion: human habitat of dimensions greater than the conventional produced without architectural technique, large
ground floor made of shape House rustic, in some places they are wood.

chihua
In the southeast of Mexico called chigua or chihua to large pumpkin seeds, are eaten roasted with salt, are prepared by
soaking them in water saturated, and putting them to bake on a griddle; ground are also used to garnish food called
chaya arm or arm of Queen, is also used to prepare a form of mole known as pipian, Maya prepared pipian of deer and
make marzipan sweet.

chulapon
who is a beautiful baby

ciudad portuaria
Human settlement located in a place called port or anchorage; City where there is a flow of goods to the sea; example:
the city and port of Campeche, Veracruz etc. Also refers you to a page of site management.

coctel
drink native to the port of San Francisco of Campeche, Mexico, to 1946 the writer H.L. Mencken said that in Campeche
a few drinks were sold, made by mixing different types of spirits with juices of fruits and exquisite flavor and colorful
called Rooster tail, drink very popular among visitors, including Anglophone, which called them Crow '' s tail or tail of
gallo in English others understood it to the ear ´cock tail´ and Thus started to internationalize the word from the United
States to the world.

colonbiano
Colombia: Colombia native, born in Colombia.Colombiano, someone from nature friendly and cordial, born in the
northwestern region of South America.  Colombian Colombia: on newborns and inhabitants of Colombia

coloquio
human elements who gather to discuss and expose a certain subject.



comer hielo
Eat ice in some places refers to a person who speaks or you want to express with the absolute truth without taking into
account that with their word or cold truths can harm others, in other places it can be taken as: ( shut up )  or ( action to
effect the Act of chewing of water in solid form )

common law
common law

concepto de sintesis abiotica
Meeting of scattered elements to form an organized soup of simple structures to complex structures that allow life and
evolve over time.

condesendencia
Condescending: emotional, empathetic, live example is flexible in nature, is a very bearable person, likes to be nice
coexists with all, and the Lord was condescending with the drunken despite his impertinence. adaptable.

consecuencias clinicas
results of a laboratory, sequels of the hospitalization study, result of the set of laboratory tests.

constitucionalidad
Reconciliation to what in the current Constitution in use.

contingente de sangre
Quota of blood in the history of Mexico says that in the year 1824 the Congress determined that each State would
contribute people to cover casualties and increase the battalions. Also known as group of recruits blood contingent to
cover the casualties of war. It also said recruits they sent forward in the war. contingent of soldiers sent as a first line of
Defense.

contrato de apareceria
Contract of use and exploitation of agricultural land or livestock, called assignee tenant, held between an owner called
sharecropper and a natural person to obtain in return a percentage of the result in money or other form of compensation.

control de constitucionalidad
Constitutionality control is to be exercised by the judge when he equates the Constitution with the internal implementing
rules that most favours the person.

correcciones disciplinarias
used parts within the premises of a court or Tribunal to keep a proper conduct, respect.

correr traslado
from the legal point of view it means that stakeholders have at your fingertips the record to work with the Secretariat, to
demonstrate that be notified or give copies of the proceedings

cosina



Cooking with C: place of the room adequate to make food or pass the by cooking, equipment which is used for cooking

criptomoneda
It is like talking about money in the computer network worldwide, it is also called a digital medium of exchange that uses
strong cryptography to ensure transactions between different natural, moral or legal persons, it is considered that in the
future it becomes an asset or universally accepted as a means of payment of any person who participates in the
economy worldwide doing any kind of economic activity the best known cryptocurrencies are bitcoin, ethereum, Tether,
litecoin, etc.  Cryptocurrencies do not physically exist as digital currencies. 

cuales son las ventajas del silogismo juridico
It is support to the interpretation and application of the facts to the norma.permite make a formal, and logical scheme in
events and its outcome.

cuál es la diferencia entre tokens y criptomonedas
THE TOKENS.  are digital resources or assets.  is a right, require other platforms not owned to work, blockchain
CRYPTOCURRENCIES digital exchange universally accepted as a means of paymentEthereum is the most frequent
platform for creating tokens, due to its flexibility of smart contracts.  

cuentos chinos
Set of phrases, words, gestures that are used to make someone believe something that is not true ( words and body
language used to trick )

cultura juridica
Set of the intellectual and emotional features that characterize a community of people who study and apply the
principles, precepts, rules, which regulate the conduct of individuals in society.

cupping
Cupping translated from English to the Spanish means tazasCupping translated from the Chinese use the Spanish
mean suction Cupping is a Chinese therapy based on the suction on the skin with a container or rate by creating a
vacuum.

cuxum
mold, fungus, rust

d2w
The d2w is a technology which is attached in the phase of elaboration of the plastic, intervenes and accelerates the
process of degradation and biodegradation, is the technology that controls the life of plastic,

da el gatazo
This phrase is used in some places in Mexico, expression of the people: that happens on the other, is at first glance
well, example: my car gives the gatazo, where you pass Lincoln passed my Tsuru.En another sense give the gatazo
make a scam, cheat. also give the gatazo. That you throw you a cat over, action of throwing a cat up a person. Give the
gatazo the car Jack

dar lija a



wrong, try treating another human being with rispidez, with contempt, hit form,

dead
Dead in English means dead

debrayar
Debrayar: thinking of repudiation or disqualification.

depositario
handles keep, having this restore it when the depositor claims it.

derecho positivo
It is the set of legal rules written by a sovereignty, that is, all the legal creation of the State body which exercises the
legislative function.

derecho sustantivo
is what regulates the should be is that regulates behaviors that individuals should be followed in society.

desequilibrarse
Lose the physical stability lose mental stability lose economic stability

desigualdad social
Social inequality: is inequality enters people living within a society, a phenomenon that has to do with the community.
Social inequality is the establishment of social categories, differences and distinctions between different groups in which
are divided between them as different classes.    ( Rich and poor )   ( Class, underclass-)   ( The up and down )   ( the
blue blood and the blood red ) Etc

desistimiento de la accion
does the loss of the right actor asserted in the trial, because by giving up the action it waives the right

desistimiento de la demanda
its effect is that all rights and procedural situations; lose and if he has not prescribed the action, you can return to
exercise through the submission of a new request.

dhagma
Dharma is a word in a language classical call India Sanskrit ancient language meaning religion is used in almost all
religious doctrines of Indian origin.

diccionario inverso
Collection of words arranged in alphabetical manner in opposite or contrary to the traditional sense example: black
white, bad is good, up down, etc.

dicidente



Dissident, person who does not agree with something or someone; person who believes that their truth is absolute;
contrary to some o / someone

dillar
dílar: delay, delay

dirigir la batuta
Person who intends to be at the helm, is that rules, individual who wants to or given

e-tron
Etron or itron has several ways to identify its use this word among them are: the name of a global technology company
that provides intelligent measurement systems; a presentation of the metronidazole i.e. capsule liquid of gelatin.
Consists in a coating of gelatin natural, inert, non toxic that releases the substance quickly when enters to the tract
gastrointestinal; Also referred you as well to the the electric convertible from Audi. Audi, E -tron Spyder; The " and "
means electrical termination " 34 tron; It refers in general to certain particles elementary subatomic as neutron, proton,
electron; to the gadgets related to atomic sub elements, such as the particle accelerator.

el padre de silogismo es
Aristotle

en que se utilizan las fojas
Foja is an expression old said sheet of paper, the sheet of paper is composed of two parts and the foja word lists
together, is used to enumerate the leaves in the records

engaño perfidia
say or make someone believe something that is not true unfairly. 

erocionado
That suffered wear by action of the elements, deterioration by action of the beings living or by machinery.  A: worn or
deteriorated

estar en boga
in fashion or be in motion

estar fuera de contexto
Is can understand in a conversation a person says something that not has that view with the theme that is addresses: is
says this out of context; Another idea is that they are named logical fallacy that a piece of text is extracted from a
paragraph in such a way that distorts the original meaning of the text in question.

estolker
Stolker descent for landing, ability for landings and short takeoffs, little-used language of common speech, also used in
the language of drones.  You probably mean stalker and means stalker Tracker, adept example Dark stalker is equal to
dark stalker,



excepciones
The exceptions are those used by the respondent to give reply to the demand

excepciones perentorias
They are those that put an end to the process definitively eliminating the pretensions of the actor.

exito
The key to the Exitoexisten multiple ideas applied over time to success, for me the key to success lies in the application
of: 1.-educating the will 2-follow noble dreams 3-make a plan long term 4-make short term plans to achieve the long
term 5-practice discipline and self-control of emotions. 6. do not tell anyone your plans, review them, study them,
perfeccionalos.7-save, time, money.  8. is noble, humble with all the seres.9.-not criticize people learns from
ellas.10.-don't complain about your bad choices let them go, learn, ellas.11.-forgive and forgive you mismo.12-love you,
nurture yourself.

falacia
the opposite of an argument is a fallacy. In this sense it can noted that a fallacy is a form of an apparently valid
expression that is misleading or invalid explanation.

feconomia
Acceptance of an economic future fact as true without prior testing. Safe expectation to be obtained wealth without
taking into account logical method.

fonola sonido
Equipment for producing music, device mechanical to listen music, component electronic or Jukebox to play music and
sounds.

gate
Gate in English means gate German door example star gate in Spanish: stellar sunset, or starry sunset

gerente volante
It is a person who directs the work of others making sure that adhere to the policies and procedures of the company and
has the ability to change of residence

gimnasia basica comunitaria
Basic gymnastics community: it can be understood as fundamental physical activity, performed by a group of people or
community of people.

gnoseologia
segment of philosophy which studies the principles, fundamentals and methods of human knowledge.

google
Search engine and your domain

google



Motor of search with domain of level top of use generic commercial

guayacan
Wood hardwood color clear, its crust is Brown, blackish and flaky, originally from Campeche, Yucatan, Caribbean,
central America and South America.

haber pisado alguien buena &#40;o mala&#41; hierba
passing over another leave badly to get a rise, climbing range at all costs to obtain a beneficial.

haematoxulum campechianum
Tree plant native to the Yucatan peninsula Mexico exactly the State of Campeche, belonging to the legume family, was
very important for the production of red dye used for dyeing dresses mixing the liquid obtained by decoction of its wood
with iron sulfate. It is also edible, it is used for colic pains, it is called popularly red.

hecelchakan
City of the State of Campeche, Mexico, means in Mayan rest Savannah

hidrolaquear
Hydrolaquear 1 . -Action of application of a chemical protection to wood with beautiful finish 2 . - hydrolaca application
technique, hydro lacquer is a water-based chemical that is environmentally friendly

impronta en numismática
They are the figures and legends of the two sides of the coin. 

in dubio pro reo
legal principle: in case of doubt, for evidentiary insufficiency, it will favour the accused or defendant.

inhibitoria
in law it consists of RID a trained order a judge to refrain from meet and start the process.

inocuo. inocua
That's not harmful

inspeccion judicial
It is the recognition that the judicial authority makes the people, places, things or documents.

internet
is the world-class computer network that uses telephone line, satellite, antennas to transmit information bilaterally
everywhere

intersectoriales
Within the time of a project example are in the cross-sectoral delivery = we are in the middle or average project we have
a delivery time



introspeccion
Reflection of himself

ipe o lapacho
Very heavy, hard and strong native to Mexico, central America and South America, from cafe olive color light to dark,
with streaks of dark veined soft wood pointed, resistant to fungi and termite attack.

ixpolotl
the word ixpolotl is applicable to an amphibian that avoids in central Mexico is also known as ajolote, this amphibian is
endangered, ixpolotl in its daily application the word is very little known for being of Nahuatl origin. 

jejenes
1. -Midge is also known as small black or grey flies.  2. -Midge said is of person who annoys or is fastidious

la hizo linda
Can be understood as: done or made by a person special, good, and beautiful; something built by a person's name
Linda.

la hora de la navidad
moment in time of the birth.

la palabra de dios
The word of God is the printed information of mandating the all powerful left humanity to its healthy development and
achieve glory. It can also be understood as God's Word to the set of messages that is used to confirm that it is the word
that God communicates.

la palabra sic
used in written texts to indicate that the word or phrase that precedes it is literal, comes from the phrase Latin sic erat
scriptum, '' so was written ''.

lady tantra
the lady who controls and dominates the energy

latir el ojo derecho
Movement, sense of brinco, involuntary eye press, attributed to various factors the most common is the anxiety or
stress.  ( the most advisable in these cases is to consult a physician, )

latitud y longitud
Latitude imaginary line which divides the land into sections ranging from the North Pole to the South Pole, also called
circles parallel to the Equator length imaginary lines that divide the land East to West, also called meridians, the zero
point or meridian of latitude and longitude GreenwichJuntos form a geographic coordinate system, used as a reference
or location in the Earth System.

lengua sopa



Language incomprehensible sopa:lenguaje and incoherentePersona which speaks of form if sisada or many idioms also
known in some places as a form of expression that uses several languages and confusing their understanding

lenocidio
Death of the person who trafficked prostitutes and obtains economic benefits from them. Murder of a pimp

lexico
grouping of a homogeneous whole sentences of a language

lexicologia juridica
Study of the language spoken by lawyers, grammar and vocabulary

machiche
MACHICHEMadera hard and heavy, creamy coffee light, resistant to attack by fungi and insects, live in Campeche,
Yucatán, Quintana Roo, Central America and the Caribbean.

matemática 014
It is an orderly knowledge system that as a starting point supports the reflection of the data presented for the obtaining
of new knowledge or result 

me haces lo que el viento a juarez
colloquial expression: I don't do anything, I'm also cemented that doesn't cause me fear, you are not top my not me
scared.

me importa un pico
that what says the interlocutor not is of significance not you matter, example: what say not I matter, your comment I is
without importance, I matter a peak.

medios de apremio
penalties provided for by the legislature, so that the judge can enforce their determinations,

modismo
Speech characteristic of a language, with a meaning that cannot be deduced from the meaning of the words that form it.
This phrase is used in some places of the planet, it is called the word by the license and freedom of expression of the
people to communicate in daily use.

mozo de espuelas
Young tough, courageous military that is admired by women. Young bachelor who used metal spikes in the heel of the
boots. Young flatterer, influencing with servility in the flat or other projects. Young brave member of the cavalry.

mp4
MP4 1.-MP4 is a format for encoding or processing of audio and video. 2.-also known as MP4 to some audio and video
3-players the team using this transformation automatically takes the audio and video compression creating files of less
weight and size.  4 MPEG4 is an international standard created especially for cyberspace video codec is a compression



algorithm that encodes audio and video data optimizing your quality of storage space, being able to handle more quickly
in its transformation and management in networks.

multidimensional
Speaking of physical dimensions multidimensional it is the manifestation of different types of dimensions. The physical
dimensions are: three spatial dimensions and a temporal dimension, not naming them in specific you would speak of
multidimensional physics in tending is which are the spatial and temporal dimensions. There is also another type of
dimensions such as Fractals, mathematics, vector, etc.

mut
The surname MUT: goes back to the Egypt old and in Germany was also used as a name. History and Heraldry of the
surname Mut is unclear.  The surname Mut has Heraldic Shield or Spanish blazon, certified by the chronicler and Dean
Rey de Armas Don Vicente chains and Vicent. Men with the surname Mut proved their nobility and value in the Royal
Chancery of Valladolid, it is known that the Mut have or had roots, among other places, in: Catalonia. the community of
Gandia.la island of Mallorca surname MUT is located in other places colonized by Spaniards including surname Mut is
located in the city of Gandia, Valencia Spain community , in the Mainland American, in the city of San Francisco of
Campeche in Mexico.

nascaroteca
collection of related information with nasca province of Peru, organized collection of books and publications or other
types of graphic or audiovisual documents available for consultation regarding the mysteries and history of Nasca

ni idea
Do not have thought any image or memory of what is this spoken ( non has in mind none of the activity being has
performed )

numismática
Fondness for collecting, collecting, studying historically, coins, banknotes, medals

oraciones con dilacion
Delay: delay, delay or delay something by a certain time, delay in a process or an activity.

ozuki
Hozuki flashlight ozuki person you want freedom or lighting

pela choclo
Peel corn there are different meanings 1. scarce resource economicos2 person-person who walks with shoes broken,
worn or peeled 3 tip-when the pie or cornbread will burn

pendejismo
sloppy, silly, confident.

perder tiempo
passing from moments in an activity whether days hours minutes or seconds without providing any benefits.



permeado
Permeate is concerned that it has penetrated into a group; that manifested toward others; example of the information to
be distributed to others, permeate the information to others; distributed, or scattered.

personalidad jur¿dica
legal personality, legal personality that which is recognized to a person, entity, association or company, with sufficient
capacity to incur obligations and activities that generate full legal responsibility, to themselves and to others.

pibipollo
PIBIPOLLO name is leda in the State of Campeche and the real way, MUKBILPOLLO in the State of Yucatan, mostly
known in the peninsula such as olive or PIBIS. It is a food native to the Yucatan peninsula Mexico it is customary to cook
it the day of the dead, on 2 November, very particularly in the States of Campeche and Yucatan. constituting a delight of
the culinary tradition of Mayan origin.

pintar una paloma
That you hesitated, you cheated. Let you planted,

plan de mercadotecnia
Activity guide (schedule, control techniques, monitoring etc.)  ) for the achievement of objectives, of applying the
techniques of marketing to position in the market a product or service.   The resources that are needed to be taken into
account.

precion tecnicas
Also known as system influence pressure techniques can be understood as the action of tightening with an object or
another approach to push with the words in the negotiation method contrary to exceed what one wants to strengthen
your position example: to hours you see on Monday or Tuesday, in the morning or in the afternoon at five o'clock or six
o'clock, in this brief example you can see pressure in the words to condition an interview or an appointment.

preclusion
It is when the parties do not assert in the corresponding phase any procedural act in the hearings, missing the
opportunity, by completing the time to perform the procedural act: example civil matters: was awarded the term of three
days for presenting the list of positions and after three days and does not present the stem already prevent the right to
present it.  It is ordinarily understood as loss, termination or completion of a procedural faculty

prevencion de accidentes
Act early to prevent damage to person or thing

principe arabe
son of the caudillo, leader, leader, guide, sovereign of any of the natural tribes of Arabia, or title associated with royalty,
descendant of any of them, Member of an aristocracy ruling or nobility who happen to the sovereign on the throne, will
become the sovereign of an Arab region when the current die or abdicate.

promilea
1. -Furnished apartment model. 2. -Beach Resort on the shores of the sea.  3. -Individual of fiery temperament that is
carried by instinct



pseudomaestro
Pseudo master: person that's way misleading acts and is behaves as master and not transmitted any knowledge or
teaching; teacher who has the credentials and not the knowledge to teach spread fallacies.

quaruba
Wood of lightweight to medium, from pink to brown reddish, originally from Mexico, Central America, Caribbean and
South America.

que es cospel
Natural metal part ready to be engraved on both sides the import or motif

que es el motivo en numismática
It is related to the portrait, image, shields and other drawings and reliefs. 

que es exergo en numismática
It is what lies below the border, which may contain legends or the date of minting and other data relating to the coin. 

que es la apostilla
It is a certificate that is attached to one or more other documents to be acceptable when used in another country, and
used to practice different proceedings

que es ley en numismática
is the relationship between the primordial metal on which the piece or coin is based and the rest of composite materials. 

que es medir
To determine how long is, how much weight, as contains, etc. Something, compared with any instrument that contains
some form of reference to determine its accuracy; also is can measure, the strength, the speed, the height, in
competition with others, checking of way competitive.

que es módulo: en numismática
Diameter of the circumference framing the coin

que es patina en numismática
layer that occurs on the coins that changes their hue due to the weakening of the color product of the passage of time,
oxidation or combination with other elements of the environment in which it is located

que es regulatoria
If it refers to a standard regulatory guidelines means that control behaviour; set of actions that norman or control an
activity

que es token en criptomonedas
Tokens are digital resources or assets that anyone can have by acquiring a right for their use, it is a property, and as a
resource of the physical world, it can be bought, sold, or licensed, it is associated with a right.  that can be used within
the environment of an explicit project.  they can also be used as a means of payment. 



que es un tendajon
Tendajon, outhouse small store that has a diversity of perishable food products, sweets, biscuits, bread, soft drinks, etc.

que significa caer enfermo
Person Plumb by his State of health altered by the presence of any disease, pathology or medical condition. State of
strength of a person who is affected by external situations

que significa invicto
that is a champion that not has been defeated; name that is it gives to a magazine digital

que significa soñar con buhos
Dreaming of owls can mean that you're a person intelligent, perceptive, with a myriad of qualities that a not discover.

quien es el padre del silogismo
The father of syllogism is the great thinker and Greek philosopher Aristotle.

ranço
The word Ranco can understand it from three different perspectives 1. -It is a region of Chile, associated with the
Region's rivers. 2. -as a term used to describe the feeling of contempt, rejection, anger that an individual can be felt by a
being or thing 3. -It is the mark of a manufacturer of electronic and electromechanical controls for air conditioning,
refrigeration and air conditioning equipment.

reinato
That was born with the power universal, capacity universal special

restos congelados
the surplus that is in the refrigerator, corpse on ice, stiff waste

revinculación
rejoin

rip city
The English translation means: Rip city; in another order of ideas is the nickname of a sports team which means city
breaking and that rips.

rueca de plata
It is an instrument of shiny white metal used for spinning

rutinologo
person who specializes in analyzing the behavior, custom or habit

sangre roja y nutritiva
Drink made of sugar beet or beetroot with orange juice, celery and parsley, also called vampire. Soft drink energizing



based beet

satanás
Satan or Satan in Hebrew translated into the Spanish is the opposite, opposing

sayonara
in Japanese it is goodbye; brand sandals

semantico
meaning of the words of the prayer and its relationship to the meaning.

semiotica
It is the art or science that studies the signs

sepa la bola
This phrase is used in some parts of Mexico as expression: I do not know, who knows that you want to say, no is. The
ball name to a group of very unhappy people in the armed revolutionary movement in Mexico. That is a ball: is a
different matter, almost always of material round body hard example: billiard ball.

ser del año de la canica
Be old, old, vintage with some age.

seudocodigo
Perhaps you mean pseudocode or false language principle and analysis, operating a program Informaticoen science of
the pseudocode computacionel is an informal representation or false computer language.  the pseudocode should not
be confused with fictional source programs.

significodo de los nombres segun la biblia
Proper names that apply to people who are described in the Bible. Names that are in the Scriptures, applicable to
persons, places to distinguish them from others of the same class or similar

silogismo
Reasoning that consists of two premises and a conclusion which is the logical result.

silogismo juridico
get a consistent correspondence between the formal aspect and the standard, it can be thought of as a property of
deductive reasoning, both propositions are premises and the conclusion, which is assessed is the correctness of the
conclusion on the basis of the logical structure of your premises.

silvestres
It relates to not created, to not introduced by humans to nature, as no domesticated organisms, animals, fungi, plant,
which unfold naturally and in freedom.   Plants that grow alone are free to the intervention of man.



singnificado de pucte
Wood hard South of Mexico in the region of Campeche, Yucatan and Quintana Roo also known as Ipe, or wood bullet
from reddish to dark brown, streaked brown.

sofisma
It is technically a refutation, contradiction or challenge.

supermamá
a mother who gives everything for her children, it is more necessary than the mere fact of giving birth and bringing a
child into the world.

tautologia
Rhetorical image that lies in repeating a thought saying the same or similar words, ( duplication )

tecnica
a set of instructions that and how, which are used in human activity for expected results. method or way to do
something.  example: way to make a cake, way to take accounting, actions and procedures that are used in art, skill,
science, or activity, when they acquire through their practice and require skill.

trabajo manual
Action of transforming, develop or create something with the use of hands

tzalam o zalam
Wood heavy and hard, creamy yellowish, originally from Campeche, Yucatan, quintana Roo Central America and the
Caribbean, highly resistant to attack by fungi and insects.

ultraperfeccionar
It is to go beyond perfection, to seek the highest quality of perfection to an activity to obtain an eminent result, to be
extremely perfect in impeccability, meticulousness, integrity, is the supreme excellence

un satoshi
It is bitcoin's smallest unit of account, and the medium that allows this digital cryptocurrency unparalleled payment
flexibility. A satoshi is the minimum unit of measurement that can be used in the Bitcoin system.  It's the smallest fraction
you can divide a bitcoin into. 

unidos podemos
Group of people with the same purpose, which unite their skills, experiences and efforts to obtain a benefit or reach a
goal.

ventajas del silogismo juridico
It allows a logical and formal scheme on a few events and its outcome.

worder
in Dutch: due to continuous improvement



www
www: electronic documents containing information in the developed world. WWW.facebook.com: network social that
operates at the network world of networks of information with domain of level top commercial

xbox
depending on the way and context of expressing it and the country that applies secret boxX era home entertainment
console video game with access to the network 

xic
armpit or armpit

ya aflojo
This phrase is used in some places in Mexico by the license and freedom of expression of the people as: that the Lady
is agreed to have sex, at the time of an assault to ask you to give your belongings, at the time of collection example:
already to pay me loosens the money I owe. It is loosening. One thing to lose force that gets soft you lose power,
example already loosen screw, rust lost its power and will loosen the nut.

ya nos cayo el chahuiztle
This phrase is used in some places in Mexico is called by the license and freedom of expression of the people: you
caught, you seized with their hands in the dough, you get into a problem. Chahuistle is a condition or disease of corn.

yelmo de mambrino
Helm is a word of origin Germanic helm, part of the armor that protects the head and the face of the Warrior so the
helmet of Mambrino, is refers to a helmet of gold and the name of Mambrino would proceed of the writer Italian of novels
of cavalry called Mambrino Roseo, in the novel the helmet of Mambrino was a helmet of gold that belonged to the King
moro Mambrino and to the put is it it was invulnerable

zumbar los oidos
When you do not like the tone and the shape of a reply ( the person is rude and buzzes me ears )  symptom of an
infection or injury to the ear; bailoteo an insect around Central magnificent's head and he buzzes me ear


